Suppliers to the new Citroen C3

4 SIDED TPV PANORAMIC ROOF GASKET (TIER 2)
COBA PLASTICS

ENGINE MOUNTS
COOPER STANDARD AUTOMOTIVE

AIR DEFLECTOR
CARBODY

AIRBAG CONNECTION SYSTEMS
DELPHI

GDI INJECTORS (EB2DT 1.2 GDI)
DELPHI

CYLINDER LINER
FEDERAL-MOGUL

FLUID TUBING (TIER 2)
DELFINGER

LIGHT ALLOY WHEELS
BORBET

HANDBRAKE LEVER
EDSCHA

ENGINE OIL PUMP
MAHLE

TURBO INLET DUCT
MANN + HUMMEL

CONTROL PANEL PUSH
MARQUARDT

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
MAGNETI MARELLI

SHADING SYSTEM (TIER 2)
WEBASTO

CHASSIS: FRONT SUBFRAME
GESTAMP

STEERING COLUMN LOCKS
HUF HÜLSBECK & FÜRST

SINGLE PINION ELECTRIC POWER STEERING
NEXTER AUTOMOTIVE

THERMAL ACOUSTICAL PROTECTIVE SHIELDING
DANA

CUSTOM PARTS & FIXING ELEMENTS (INTERIOR)
HELLERMANNTYTON

SEAT HEAT (TIER 2)
KONGSBERG AUTOMOTIVE

LOCKSETS
HUF HÜLSBECK & FÜRST

WHEELHOUSE OUTER LINERS
AUTONEUM

STEERING COLUMN MODULE
KOSTAL

NEEDLEPUNCH CARPETS
AUTONEUM

REINFORCEMENTS
GESTAMP

CAMSHAFT
MAHLE

ENGINE OIL PUMP
MAHLE

TURBO INLET DUCT
MANN + HUMMEL

CONTROL PANEL PUSH
MARQUARDT

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
MAGNETI MARELLI

SHADING SYSTEM (TIER 2)
WEBASTO

CHASSIS: FRONT SUBFRAME
GESTAMP

STEERING COLUMN LOCKS
HUF HÜLSBECK & FÜRST

SINGLE PINION ELECTRIC POWER STEERING
NEXTER AUTOMOTIVE

THERMAL ACOUSTICAL PROTECTIVE SHIELDING
DANA

CUSTOM PARTS & FIXING ELEMENTS (INTERIOR)
HELLERMANNTYTON

SEAT HEAT (TIER 2)
KONGSBERG AUTOMOTIVE

LOCKSETS
HUF HÜLSBECK & FÜRST

WHEELHOUSE OUTER LINERS
AUTONEUM

STEERING COLUMN MODULE
KOSTAL

NEEDLEPUNCH CARPETS
AUTONEUM

REINFORCEMENTS
GESTAMP

CAMSHAFT
MAHLE

Suppliers wanted! If you are a supplier and have questions or want your information considered for our cutaway features, contact James Clark at automotivenews@supplierbusiness.com or visit www.supplierbusiness.com.